
Build on Uponor  
with Reno Port
Prefabricated solutions for successful renovation and  
new-build projects
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It is important that the residents are satisfied with the end 
result of repairs, extension renovations and new builds. 
The work also has to be done quickly and smoothly – 
important factors throughout the whole value chain.

The high degree of prefabrication in the Uponor Reno Port 
reduces work on site, which can be directly translated into 
reduced time, costs and risks.

We thought a lot about adaptability, ease of installation, 
safety and quality when developing the cassette. And in 
addition to standard requirements, the product has been 
tested thoroughly to fulfil building standard requirements 
for noise levels and unintentional heating of cold water.

High flexibility and simplified installation with smart 
connection

The Uponor cassette can be left- or right-mounted for corner 
installation, or with a mid-placed toilet for mounting along  
a wall – using the same standard measurements for all variants.

Uponor Reno Port – your guarantee for 
successful bathroom renovation

• Complete 
– tap water pipes (CW, HW, HWC) 
– drain pipes with complete branches 
– built-in distribution unit with shut-off controls 
– prepared for water meters

• Time-saving 
– all internal piping factory-fitted 
– pre-insulated pipes

• Quick and easy installation 
– few steps with clear, simple instructions 
– telescopic connection for easy adjustment 
– snap-coupling between floors

• Adapted for height and corners 
– adaptations for height of toilet seat 
– adequate space to wall for corner mounting

• Choose between several standard finishes 
– tiled or painted sheet in any RAL colour

• Thoroughly tested
 –  heating requirement for cold water achieved with 

a generous margin
 –  low noise level with Uponor Decibel, the most 

advanced sound-insulated indoor drain on the market
• Leak indicator built-in 

– rapid leak detection
• Self-cleaning flush system 

– minimises the risk of lime deposits

When installing the cassette in a corner, the selected orientation 
automatically provides the necessary gap as standard – 400 mm 
from the centre of the toilet bowl to the abutting wall.

The product contains internal tap water and drain connectors 
for direct connection to the wash basin beside it.

To simplify connection between apartments, they can be 
connected using Uponor's RTM coupling. A technique that 
requires no tools at all to make a secure fit. The pipe is 
simply fitted into the coupling until a click can be heard.

Prefabricated solution for sequential renovation of apartment blocks and other tall buildings

Few installation steps mean fast, smooth and simple installation.
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Uponor Reno Port optimises the building process. 
A high degree of prefabrication saves time on site, 
as the installer only has to make the necessary 
connections.

Mid-position cassette with sheet surface. Corner-mounted cassette with tiled surface. 
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